Fuzzy Felt is designed to stimulate a child’s imagination and develop creativity. When playing with this activity set, children are using their powers of selection and developing hand eye co-ordination. Fuzzy Felt pieces are not only used for creating pictures, they also encourage colour and shape recognition, counting, sorting and storytelling. In this Space set, some of the items are made up of separate pieces which encourages children to match up the correct parts, or they can mix them up creating their own unique pictures. There is no right or wrong way to use Fuzzy Felt so children always feel rewarded.

On this page we have created just a few fun ideas to help get children started. Moving and rotating pieces can give a range of different and creative results, providing hours of pleasure.
fuzzy-felt

WONDERFUL NEW SETS
WITH A BRAND NEW STYLE!
Collect them all and you can create endless possibilities, all the sets can mix and match

Character sets

Drawer box sets with traditional pieces

Box sets

see more at www.johnadams.co.uk